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Abstract—One of the key aspects of power quality improvement in power system is the mitigation of voltage sags/swells and flicker. Custom power devices have been known as the best tools for voltage disturbances mitigation as well as reactive power compensation. Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) which is the most efficient and effective modern custom power device can provide the most commercial solution to solve several problems of power quality in distribution networks. This paper deals with analysis and simulation technique of DVR based on instantaneous power theory which is a quick control to detect signals. The main purpose of this work is to remove three important disturbances including voltage sags/swells and flicker. Simulation of the proposed method was carried out on two sample systems by using Matlab software environment and the results of simulation show that the proposed method is able to provide desirable power quality in the presence of wide range of disturbances.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past five decades, the increased use of sensitive electronic circuits by industries and households together with privatization and competition in electric power systems, non-linear loads and the power system faults cause some disturbances in a power system. Power quality is one of the major concerns due to its impact on electricity equipment and it is described as a variation of voltage and current [1], [2]. The problem of harmonics, voltage sags/swells and flicker and their major impact on sensitive loads are well known in the power distribution system [3], [4].

Considering the high speed of response and flexibility of electronic devices for power quality improvement, custom power devices are seriously noticed to solve the power quality problems. One of those devices is the Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR), which is one of the most efficient and effective modern custom power devices used in power distribution networks [5]-[8]. Various methods have been used for controlling DVR [9], [10] in order to solve several problems of power quality including dq0 algorithm [11], three dimensional voltage space vector PWM algorithm [12], using repetitive controllers [13], optimum energy consumption strategy [14] and many other creative methods [15]-[18]. However, there is complexity of calculations in classic methods or low quality of response is observed in some methods of frequency domain. The main objective of this paper is to introduce a quick signal detecting strategy based on instantaneous power theory with the aim of assuring certain detecting accuracy for controlling signal of DVR. The suggested strategy which is a time has high speed and response besides the capability of solving voltage quality disturbances.

The other parts of this paper include the following parts: the structure of DVR is studied in detail in Part II. The suggested control method is explained in Part III and the result of simulation are presented in Part IV in order to remove voltage sags/swells and flicker. The conclusion is offered in Part V.

II. STRUCTURE OF DVR

DVR employs a series of voltage boost technology using solid state switches for compensating voltage disturbances. The basic configuration of DVR has been shown in Fig. 1 [19]. Principally the structure of DVR includes an injection/booster transformer, a harmonic filter, storage devices, a voltage source converter (vsc), DC charging circuit and a control system. It is normally installed between the supply and the critical load feeder at the point of common coupling (pcc). DVR with the unique capability for series compensation employs voltage sourced converters linked at the same DC terminal.

Control unit is the heart of DVR where its main function is to detect the presence of voltage sags/swells and flicker in the system, calculate the required compensating voltage for the DVR and generate the reference voltage for PWM generator to trigger on the PWM inverter.

![Fig. 1 General structure of a DVR](image)

III. PRESENTATION OF CONTROL METHOD

Use the control method suggested in this part includes series control part, which is based on instantaneous direct detecting method of controlling signal. Ideal compensating...
results are that load voltage is standard positive-sequence sine voltage of principle wave and power source only supply pure active power positive-sequence sine current of principle. So the control signal applied on DVR should be in a way that we can obtain complete sinusoidal voltage in load side, through applying it in series with non-sinusoidal and unbalanced source. For this purpose it is necessary to obtain reference signal which the complete corrected sinusoidal voltage should be in its form. Powers are calculated directly from the a-b-c coordinate transformation, thus reducing the computation volume and improving the detection speed. However, this method requires low pass filter.

\[
u^* = \sqrt{2}U\sin(\omega t + \alpha)
\]

(3)

where, \(I_F\) is the fault current. Be sure that the border is off.

\[
v_r = \frac{V}{U}u^* = \sqrt{2}V\sin(\omega t + \alpha)
\]

(4)

where \(V\) is the effective value of desirable voltage. Finally, the control signal of series active filter is obtained through comparing the reference signal obtained from (4) and distorted signal.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the simulation study was performed using SIMULINK software in MATLAB environment for voltage quality problems in order to study the performance of suggested method.

A. Existence of Voltage Sags

The system being studied in this state is a 400V three phase network including a 10KW power constant linear load. The study was performed from \(t=0.1s\) to \(t=0.2s\). Figs. 3 (a)-(c) show voltage sags in voltage of source, compensating voltage of DVR and well corrected load voltage, respectively. As it is seen in Fig. 3 (c) the load voltage is completely corrected after \(t=0.1s\) which DVR is activated. Also as it is seen there is a short transient in correction around one power cycle due to time needed for exact amount computation by RMS block calculator.

B. Existence of Voltage Swells

In this state, a 400 V network with \(R=0.01\Omega\) and \(L=1mH\) is considered as a generator. This system feeds a linear load which is a three phase balance 10 KW constant power load. The study was performed for 0.2 second time interval and DVR is considered to operate at \(t=0.1s\). Fig. 4 (a) shows high level voltage sags and the Fig. 4 (c) shows that after operation of DVR, voltage is reduced to its desirable value.

C. Existence of Voltage flicker

The system being studied in this state is a 400V three-phase network including a 10 kW power constant linear load with the ±20% magnitude fluctuations and 8Hz frequency. The Study was performed from \(t=0.1s\) to \(t=0.4s\). It has been assumed that the voltage of source increase in order to improve the effective value of voltage after removing flicker at \(t=0.4s\). Figs. 5 (a)-(c) show flicker in voltage of source, compensating voltage of DVR and well-corrected load voltage, respectively. To show the ability of proposed method in flicker reduction, the RMS value of load voltage and source voltage are illustrated in Fig. 5 (d). It shows that after operation of DVR, the RMS voltage is reduced to its desirable value after passing a short transient.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Direct signal detection method for DVR control is proposed in this paper. The suggested method based on calculation of reference signal in time domain is very simple and fast without any complexity of calculations. By the way, this method can satisfy the requirement when considering both dynamic real-time tracking speed and compensating accuracy. This novel strategy acts based on the conditions of network in any time, regarding to remove voltage quality disturbances from the distribution system. The proposed control method corrects the load voltage to a perfect sinusoidal form with exact RMS value. Other than voltage sags/swells and flicker compensation, DVR can added other features like line voltage harmonics compensation, reduction of transients in voltage and fault current limitations. Computer simulation was performed using Simulink on two typical case studies. One system is with the voltage sags/swells and the other with flicker. The results show that the suggested method managed to remove the disturbances in all cases.
The study was performed from t=0.1s to t=0.2s for both voltage sags and voltage swells and the magnitude of disturbances have been considered +40% and -40% for voltage swells and voltage sags, respectively.
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